Village of Ridgeway Police Department
113 Dougherty Ct.
Ridgeway, WI 53582

Sarah Havens Officer In Charge

On behalf of the Ridgeway Police Department, we would like to thank the United States Deputy Sheriff’s Association for their generous donations of 5 traffic vests, 5 tactical flashlights, and a portable breath test (PBT). The traffic vests will aid our officers with their safety during traffic and accident investigations. The tactical flashlights will aid our officers during investigations, aid in officer safety, and will allow our officers to assist the general public in locating items and/or individuals. The PBT will assist our officers in preventing OWI related accidents, aid in OWI traffic related investigations, and ensure the public’s safety.

We would like to thank the USDSA for these donations. The USDSA’s donations mean that our agency can better allocate an already thin budget to other needs that face our community. These items are greatly appreciated by our agency, and it is an honor to be associated with the United States Deputy Sheriff’s Association.

With much praise and gratitude,

[Signature]

Officer/Grant Specialist,
Kaivon Souri #718